Simple theory predicts that the statistical noise variance in positron emission tomography (PET) can be reduced by an order of magnitude by using time-of-flight (TOF) information. This reduction can be obtained by improving the coincidence timing resolution, and so would be achievable in clinical, whole-body studies using with PET systems that differ little from existing cameras. The potential impact of this development is large, especially for oncology studies in large patients, where it is sorely needed. TOF PET was extensively studied in the 1980s but died away in the 1990s, as it was impossible to reliably achieve sufficient timing resolution without sacrificing other important PET performance aspects, such as spatial resolution and efficiency. Recent advances in technology (scintillators, photodetectors, and high-speed electronics) have renewed interest in TOF PET, which is experiencing a rebirth. However, there is still much to be done, both in instrumentation development and evaluating the true benefits of TOF in modern clinical PET. This paper looks at what has been accomplished and what needs to be done before TOF PET can reach its full potential. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Introduction
Like most imaging modalities, positron emission tomography (PET) is limited by statistical noise. By accurately measuring the arrival time of the two 511 keV positron annihilation photons in the ring of detectors that surrounds the patient, the location of the positron can be constrained. While this constraint is not tight enough to improve the spatial resolution, it can significantly reduce the statistical noise in the reconstructed images. This technique is known as time-of-flight (TOF) PET.
A number of PET cameras incorporating TOF measurement were built in the 1980s [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These cameras achieved timing resolution of $500 ps and demonstrated the anticipated improvement in statistical noise, but their performance was limited by the materials and technologies available at that time. The scintillator used was BaF 2 or CsF. The fast emissions from BaF 2 are in the ultraviolet (UV) region, necessitating quartz-windowed photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), while CsF must be carefully packaged because it is extremely hygroscopic and its light output is so low that it has poor energy resolution and cannot be used for block detectors [9] . Both have worse spatial resolution and detection efficiency than BGO. In addition, TOF PET cameras required additional electronics to perform the TOF measurement, and those electronics had a tendency to ''drift'' over periods of hours or days. This forced design compromises that made TOF PET cameras to have overall inferior performance to non-TOF PET cameras, causing development of TOF PET to gradually die out [10] .
New technologies and materials have become available in recent years and TOF PET cameras are once again being made. While this new generation of TOF PET cameras has fewer compromises than the previous generation, the ultimate performance has not yet been achieved. This paper looks at both the improvements that enabled the new generation of TOF PET cameras and what needs to be done before TOF PET can reach its full potential.
Statistical noise in PET
In conventional PET, the location of an individual positron is constrained to lie along a line, and tomographic reconstruction algorithms then determine the three-dimensional (3D) source distribution. Even before computed tomography was applied to positron imaging to create what is now known as PET [11, 12] , it was realized that the 3D location of each positron could be determined by accurately measuring the difference in arrival times of the two annihilation photons [13] . In other words, the position of the positron would be constrained to a point rather than a line, so 3D images could be obtained without a reconstruction algorithm. However, the position along the line is localized to
where Dx is the position error, c is the speed of light, and Dt is the error in the timing measurement. To get subcentimeter position resolution, timing resolution of less than 50 ps is necessary, which is impossible to obtain. An achievable timing resolution (500 ps) constrains the positron position to a line segment $7.5 cm long. While constraining the positron position to a line segment 7.5 cm long does not improve the spatial resolution, it does reduce the statistical noise in the reconstructed image if the line segment is shorter than the size of the emission source [14] [15] [16] . This multiplicative reduction factor f (corresponding to the reduction in noise variance) is given by
where D is the size of the emission source. For organs the size of the brain (DE20 cm), this factor is greater than unity (implying some noise reduction) for timing resolution o1.3 ns. For whole-body imaging, the object size is larger (DE35 cm) and f41 for timing resolution o2.3 ns. The mechanism by which noise is reduced by TOF is as follows. Consider a single point source in the field of view of a PET camera, such as in Fig. 1a . When that point source is imaged by collecting N coincident events, one would naively expect that image intensity for that voxel would be N and the statistical noise to be given by counting statistics, and so would be equal to sqrt(N). In this simple case, this estimate is correct. Now consider what happens when a second point source that provides M coincident events is also placed in the field of view. With conventional PET the fundamental datum is a chord-a line joining the two detector elements that simultaneously observe 511 keV photons. The chord that joins the two point sources will have statistical fluctuations not only from the N counts of the source whose activity we would like to quantify, but also the M counts from the ''background'' source. In short, the voxels are coupled, and while the reconstruction algorithm can decouple them to form an image with the correct average number of counts in each voxel, the statistical noise is increased and so is greater than sqrt(N). As any two voxels are connected by a chord, activity anywhere in the field of view increases the noise for every other voxel.
Reconstruction algorithms that include TOF information can reduce this coupling and so reduce the statistical noise. If the distance between two voxels is greater than the distance that TOF constrains the position to (cDt/2), then the voxels essentially become uncoupled. With TOF reconstruction, coincident events contribute only to pixels near (i.e., within a distance consistent with the timing resolution) the target pixel, therefore the statistical fluctuations from the data contribute to a smaller number of image pixels. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1b and is used to derive the variance reduction in Eq. (2) . While the noise reduction is easily predicted for simple, uniform distributions, the improvement depends on the radioisotope distribution, which is rarely homogeneous. However, Eq. (2) provides a convenient approximation, which indicates that the noise variance reduction increases linearly with increasing patient ''diameter'' and decreasing coincidence timing resolution.
Recent and future advances

Scintillators
The key advance that enabled modern TOF PET was the development of new scintillator materials. The first developed was lutetium orthosilicate (LSO) or Lu 2 SiO 5 :Ce scintillator, which was discovered in 1991 [17] . Its properties are shown in Table 1 , and it was immediately recognized that these properties are very attractive for PET. It has a very similar attenuation length to BGO but a considerably faster decay time (reducing dead time) and considerably higher light output (making block decoding easier). Several materials have similar chemical composition and scintillation properties as LSO, such as MLS, LGSO, LYSO, and LPS. The high initial rate in Table 1 suggests that LSO should also have excellent timing properties. This prediction is born out in systems optimized for timing, as p225 ps FWHM coincidence timing has been obtained with 511 keV excitation [18, 19] . Equally important for PET, LSO does not have the long attenuation length that degraded the performance of BaF 2 -and CsF-based TOF PET cameras. A commercial LYSO-based PET camera with TOF capability ($600 ps coincidence timing resolution) has recently been released by Philips.
ARTICLE IN PRESS
Another attractive, recently developed scintillator material for TOF is lanthanum bromide doped with 5% cerium [20] , and a research TOF PET camera with 4 Â 4 Â 30 mm 3 crystals arranged in an 84 cm ring diameter and a 25 cm axial extent has recently been built [21] . With prototype detector modules, they have achieved 310-350 ps FWHM coincidence timing resolution, depending on the position [22, 23] . Although the trade-offs when using LaBr 3 are different than those for LSO, Monte Carlo simulations of this design also predict very large improvements in imaging performance [21, 24] . Indeed, the preliminary results from the completed camera show significant noise reduction, even though the measured timing resolution for the camera is ''only'' 475 ps FWHM [25] . With both the LYSO and LaBr 3 :5%Ce cameras, significant performance improvement is observed experimentally.
While these two materials have enabled modern TOF PET, significant improvements in scintillator material properties are still possible. There are also some newly discovered materials that are quite promising for TOF PET. These materials are LaBr 3 :Ce with cerium concentrations other than 5% [26] , CeBr 3 [27] , and LuI 3 :Ce [28] . These new scintillator materials are truly astounding. All of them have light output that is at least 150% that of NaI:Tl, energy resolution (at 662 keV) that is better than 4% FWHM, and timing resolution that is better than barium fluoride. LaBr 3 :30%Ce achieves timing resolution that is a factor of 2 better than that of BaF 2 (69 ps for a single crystal, implying 100 ps FWHM coincidence timing) [26, 29] . However, LuI 3 :Ce stands out even among these remarkable new materials. It has a light output of 100,000 photons/MeV (2.6 times that of NaI:Tl), energy When possible, timing resolution is quoted both for laboratory systems optimized for timing (''lab'') and for PET cameras (''PET''). Those materials above the heavy line are in reasonable scale commercial production, while those below are not yet commercially available. The number in parentheses in the coincidence timing resolution column is the expected timing for a pair of scintillator crystals of that material, based on measurements of single crystals in coincidence with BaF 2 scintillator.
resolution of 4% FWHM (2.5 times better than LSO), and coincidence timing resolution of 125 ps FWHM (better than BaF 2 )! The choice of scintillator material affects the PET camera performance in many ways, and almost always involves trade-offs. Good energy resolution reduces background from Compton scatter in the patient. The photoelectric fraction and attenuation length affect the coincidence efficiency. A material with relatively low photoelectric fraction is unlikely to have both annihilation photons deposit 4350 keV in the camera, thus reducing the coincidence efficiency. Ref. [41] simulates an 82 cm diameter PET camera made with three attenuation length deep crystals of each of the materials in Table 1 . While LuI 3 has an efficiency that is 81% of LSO, the efficiency for LaBr 3 and CeBr 3 is 47% of LSO and that for LaCl 3 is 40% of LSO. The spatial resolution (particularly radial elongation) is also degraded by low photoelectric fraction and long attenuation length. Ref. [41] predicts the FWHM of the point spread function as a function of the distance from the center of the tomograph ring. BGO, LSO, LuAP, LuYAP, and GSO give the smallest FWHM for all positions. The FWHM at 25 cm from the center for LuI 3 is about 50% worse than the best scintillators. RbGd 2 Br 7 , LaBr 3 , and BaF 2 have a factor of 2 worse spatial resolution at 25 cm than the best scintillators. Finally, LaCl 3 and NaI have resolutions that are 2.5 times worse than the best scintillators.
Despite the promising new materials, the ideal scintillator has not yet been discovered. TOF PET would benefit enormously from new scintillators that combine high light output and short decay time (to obtain excellent timing resolution), high density and effective atomic number (to obtain excellent spatial resolution and efficiency), and good linearity (to obtain excellent energy resolution).
Photomultiplier tubes
As the fast emissions from BaF 2 are in the UV region, TOF PET cameras in the 1980s required (expensive) quartz-windowed PMTs and optical glues (to couple the scintillator to the PMT) with poor mechanical properties. The new scintillators emit in the 400 nm range, allowing the use of (inexpensive) borosilicate glass-windowed PMTs. There has also been steady progress in PMTs over the past few decades. The general timing properties (especially the transit time jitter) of inexpensive, 25 mm diameter PMTs that also have the required energy resolution and stability have improved dramatically.
However, more improvements are necessary. Many of the PMTs that are used in commercial PET cameras have transit times that vary significantly across the face of the PMT [42] . In addition, the mean transit time varies from PMT to ''identical'' PMT. As most PET cameras use ''block'' detector modules that share light among multiple (usually four) PMTs, methods are needed to remove or correct for transit time differences between PMTs.
Electronics
The electronics available in the 1980s severely handicapped TOF PET. At that time, a fast personal computer had a clock speed of about 8 MHz. Digital electronics operating in the GHz range were virtually unheard of, as were custom application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). The timing circuitry was predominantly analog and tended to drift with both time and temperature. Thus, while 500 ps resolution could be obtained immediately after calibration, the camera rapidly went out of calibration and the timing resolution degraded. Digital logic operating in the GHz range is now routine, ASICs are commonplace, and the timing stability is outstanding. These improvements have also enabled the resurgence of TOF PET.
However, more improvements are necessary. One of the critical parts is an ASIC implementation of a constant fraction discriminator (CFD), or some other circuit that converts the analog pulse from the PMT into a digital timing pulse with high accuracy. A true CFD uses an analog delay line with frequency response of $10 GHz, and these are difficult to incorporate into an ASIC. Non-delay line CFD ASICs have been developed [32, 43, 44] , but it is not clear whether these have the requisite timing accuracy. In addition, such an ASIC needs to include a high precision TDC and the rest of the electronic circuitry needed for a PET camera (gain adjustment, energy windowing, crystal identification, event formatting, test pulsing, etc.).
Detector module design
The shape of the scintillator crystal influences the achievable timing resolution. The exceptional numbers presented in Table 1 are generally obtained with small, flat scintillator crystals with the largest face coupled to the PMT. This geometry reduces the path length between the origin of the scintillation light and the photodetector and also maximizes the light collection efficiency. Conventional PET detector modules, on the other hand, have long, thin crystals whose smallest face is coupled to the PMT. In addition, the scintillation light is spread by a light guide, which increases the path length of the scintillation photons. This degrades the timing resolution. Current detector modules have not been optimized for timing resolution (at least not the sub-ns resolution needed by TOF PET), and additional effort is needed to develop geometries optimized for TOF PET.
Photodetectors
Timing resolution scales like the square root of the number of photons that are detected. One-to-one scintillator crystal to photodetector coupling generally increases the light collection efficiency (often by a factor of almost 2) compared to a block detector design. Current PMTs have quantum efficiencies of 25-30%. Thus, inexpensive photodetectors that are compact, pixellated, and have fast rise time, low transit time jitter, and high QE (close to 100%) could improve the timing resolution by a factor of approximately 2. There are several promising new photodetector technologies, notably SiPM-type devices, that show potential for providing this.
Reconstruction algorithms
TOF reconstruction algorithms presently take more than an hour on Beowulf-type clusters and so must be sped up. Algorithms for correcting for Compton scatter and random events in TOF cameras are also needed.
Finally, evaluating the benefits of TOF is difficult. While estimates of variance reduction using filtered backprojection in uniform objects are relatively easy to obtain, the convergence properties of 3D iterative algorithms (which are the clinical standard today) make even this assessment difficult. In addition, we need methods for evaluating the TOF benefit in heterogeneous objects (such as patients) with varying amounts of scatter and random background. Most importantly, the clinical effectiveness must be evaluated. While it is relatively easy to quantitatively measure the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio in a simple phantom (e.g., a uniform cylinder with a central hot spot), it is much more difficult to quantitatively predict how the noise reduction affects diagnostic accuracy, especially as the noise reduction will depend on the activity distribution in the patient, and so has considerable variation.
Conclusions
TOF PET offers a significant reduction in statistical variance. Simple estimates predict a factor of $5 variance reduction for realistic clinical imaging situations (35 cm diameter and 500 ps FWHM timing resolution). Such systems were developed in the 1980s, but failed because of deficiencies in the technologies available at that time. In the subsequent two decades, improved PMTs, electronics, and especially scintillators have become available and have lead to a recent rebirth in TOF PET. However, further developments in all of these technologies will further improve the effectiveness of this technique.
